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Entirely surrounded by the Republic of South Africa, Lesotho has increasingly come to depend on the export of its labor for economic survival. Scholars employing the established research methods of social anthropology and structural sociology have by now provided a detailed analysis of the social consequences of this cyclical migration and the adaptive responses
it provokes (Wallmanl969; van der Weil 1977; Murray 1981; Spiegel 1981). What is needed
i s an internal, culturally reflexive account of the experience of labor migration, a conscious
Sotho interpretation of what it i s to be a migrant or a migrant’s kith and kin.
Such an account i s essential because of the role of workers’ knowledge and self-conceptions
in determining the quality of their participation in the political economy of Southern Africa.
These forms of consciousness shape perception and thus the effects of social forces and material
conditions on experience and action (Alverson 1978:193). Unfortunately, it has seldom been
possible
to demonstrate in any depth the part played by African perceptions in the unfolding of events. With the
thoughts of the actors largely unregarded, the way has been left open for the elaboration of grand theories
that lack human and material specificity and that treat people as objects while documenting their exploitation [Vail and White 1983:8871.

Even,the most sensitive, undirected interviews, such as those Francis Wilson (1972:259-262)
conducted with migrants in their home villages, tend to privilege our own concerns over theirs.
The interview format and its methodological underpinnings, employed in the context of the
unstable, opaque relationship between interviewer and subject, creates a framework of communication that must to some degree remain alien and undomesticated.
While we cannot hope to solve this problem, both anthropology and history can benefit from
examining forms that ”privilege actors’ interpretations of their own conduct” (Rosaldo
1986:97), in particular those that people themselves create to reflect upon their own experience. Of these, among the most potentially revealing are forms of oral literature, which provide
symbolic statements about common experiences, reflect popular consciousness, give us history

Oral literary forms such as sefela sung poetry of Basotho migrant workers in Southern Africa have important methodological and theoretical implications for cultural
anthropology. The study of such performances privileges subjects’ own self-conscious discourse and provides an internal, reflexive account of the experience of
labor migration and its social consequences. As aesthetic formulations of experience these performances both draw upon and are measuredagainst the expressive
traditions and authoritative values of Sotho historical culture. Current approaches
to the anthropology of rhetoric, poetics, and performance are inadequate to the
interpretation of forms like sefela unless they are revised so as to incorporate intrasocietal differences in experience, status, and autonomy among Basotho migrant
workers and their women. [oral Iiterature, poetics, performance, migrant labor,
Southern Africa, gender and culture]
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"from below" and ethnography from within (Vail and White 1983:887). Basotho male migrants
and their women compose and recompose lengthy texts in musical performance, texts that
serve as reflective, aesthetically intensified significations of experience. As a socially recognized medium of expressive action, these performancesappropriate and elaborate the complex
symbolism of Sotho historical culture, and critically reapply autonomous social values (Vail
and White 1978:18).

Sotho social history and oral genres
Basotho have been migrating to work in South Africa since the 1820s (Kimble 1982:120),
the period when the founder of the Sotho state, King Moshoeshoe I, first rose to prominence as
a skillful defender of his Bakoena clan and their vassals against a parade of enemies, both African and European. The settlement of the Free State wars in 1869 gained the Basotho British
colonial protection but deprived them of two-thirds of their arable land (Bardill and Cobbe
1985:12-16). By 1879, the new diamond diggings at Kimberley employed 5000 Basotho,
bringing the total number of Basotho at work in South Africa to 15,000 (Kimble 1982:128).
During the colonial period, taxation, an agricultural policy that unfairly restrained Sotho competition with Free State farmers, and the self-aggrandizementof the Koena aristocracy gradually
transformed Lesotho from a granary to a labor reserve (Murray 1980). Where Moshoeshoe and
his successor, Letsie I, had originally instructed migrants to return with guns and horses, Sotho
pastoralists and farmers increasingly undertook labor migration out of economic rather than
military necessity.
Before the railway was extended to administrative headquarters at Maseru in 1906, Basotho
walked the 200 miles and more to Kimberley and other workplaces, braving the elements and
the violent persecutions of the white farmers to whom they disdained to sell their labor. On
these journeys, usually undertaken in groups, young Basotho men employed the rich resources
of their language and verbal art to create a new genre called sefela sa litsamaea-naha le liparola-thota, translated freely, "songs of the inveterate travellers." In time, the illegal private taverns called shebeens (Coplan 1985:92-94), where African workers gathered to drink and dance
in South Africa's urban areas, began to appear in Lesotho, especially in the border towns and
labor recruitment centers known as "camps" (likampo). In the shebeens, the women the migrants left behind could gain some income brewing beer and entertaining men temporarily
home from the mines.
Like the other Bantu-speaking peoples of Southern Africa, the Basotho are justly renowned
for their "heroic" or "praise" poetry (lithoko) (Kunene 1971). Unquestionably, the decline in
the political prestige and power of chieftaincy during the late colonial and independence periods has been accompanied by a reduction in composition and performance among praise
poets. My field research, however, leads me to conclude that reports of the death of oral poetry
in Lesotho (Damaneand Sanders 1974:25,33; Opland 1983:142) are greatly exaggerated. The
point is not simply that one may indeed still hear the praises of chiefly ancestors recited at
public occasions, or that new poems are still being composed in praise of the current King
Moshoeshoe II and other reigning aristocrats. It is that oral genredistinct, codified, culturally
recognized modes of aesthetic verbal expression-exist through performance in time and not
"timeless" tradition, and are therefore subject to the same kinds of historical transformation
and interaction as are other cultural forms and social institutions.
The development and continuing vitality of sefela (pl., lifela), a genre distinct from praise
poetry, is a case in point. The first question, however, i s why Basotho migrants created an entirely new genre in which to express their changing experience, rather than adapting praise
poetry to this purpose, as did their Xhosa comrades. The answer may lie in contrasting power
relationships between Basotho and Xhosa migrants and their chiefs. With the loss of their in-
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dependence during the 19th century, Xhosa chiefs became South African government employees rather than autonomous representatives, and, as such, little different in the minds of Xhosa
migrants from other bureaucratic authorities, such as mine compound managers, clerks, or indunas (African compound overseers). The eulogistic idiom of Xhosa praise poetry (Wainwright
1979) could thus be extended to mine authorities, black or white, and incorporate the satire,
irony, ribaldry, protest, and flights of sardonic imagination reflective of migrants' social experience and position in the organization of labor. The Basotho chiefs, however, retained a good
deal of autonomy under British protection, and, backed by colonial authority, they became part
of the complex of social forces pushing men from the lower levels of Lesotho society out of
mixed pastoralism into labor migration. The development of sefela was in part a response to
the self-aggrandizementof the chiefly class. Lifela were composed not in praise or protest of
bureaucrats, but in support of the migrants' own identity and status as citizens of an autonomous state, in which commoners might still attempt to hold their leaders socially accountable.
The origins of sefela may in fact reside less in chiefs' praises than in the praises of commoners
and young male initiation graduates, and in the secret likoma songs of the initiation lodge. The
word sefela itself i s most commonly used to mean a Christian hymn (sefela sa tsione), but it
appears to have been borrowed from rather than loaned to Sesotho by the missionaries. The
linking quality here is a morally animated emotionality, for, according to Sotho commentators,
both the songs of the travellers and the songs of Zion are "cries of the heart."
Moletsane (1 982:2) suggests that sefela originally referred to the lirhoko performed by initiates against a background of mangae choral songs on the day of their graduation. Initiation
songs and the composition of self-praises are taught to the initiates at the lodge by an elder
instructor called a mosuoe. His personal verses provide the initiate with a new name and consist of "a combination of farewells to the past, self-praises, and the construction of a poetic
image of one's identity" (Adams 1974: 135). As such they are a sort of pre-experiential counterpart to the post-experiential composition of lifela. While it would be extremely difficult to
obtain hard statistical evidence, recognized lifela composers appear to have undergone traditional male initiation in far greater proportion than has the Lesotho male population in general.
Work in South Africa i s conceptualized as a test of manly courage and endurance comparable
to the cattle-raiding and warfare of earlier historical periods. In this sense initiation is undeniably in part a preparation for the migrant labor that involves up to 80 percent of adult Sotho
men (van der Weil 1977:32).
Sefela songs are composed against the backdrop of praise poetry's cultural resources and
political prestige. Metaphors in lifela that incorporate and rework the images of praise poetry
or war anthems cloak both the performer and his words in the symbolic authority of "tradition"
and the precolonial Sotho state. In performance, these metaphors are the chief means for displaying the deep cultural knowledge considered indispensable to "eloquence" (bokheleke) in
Sesotho. It i s the cultural authority of his discourse, confirmed through the display of eloquent
knowledge, that legitimates the performer's social critique, heroic self-concept, inheritance of
the mantle of Sotho yeomanry, and dissatisfaction with the collaborative domination of the
local bureaucraticelite, mine management, and the South African regime. Riding the train back
to the mines, the poet Makeka Likhojane sings:
Li fapana li na le kutse;
Kutse eena e apere matata:
€ nkile likhomo le furu'a lesere;
Lipholo li tloha ho Verwoerd
Tse tlang ho Tom Kholo. . . .

They crossed one another, ours and a freight train;
That freight wore karosses [skin capes, once a
chiefly prerogative]:
It carried cattle, feeding on fodder;
Oxen given by Verwoerd'
To the Prime Minister [of Lesotho]. . . .

Crossing paths with a freight train while on the way to the mines, the poet reflects that the
freight, dressed in the cattlehide robes of royalty rather than in the wool blankets of migrants,
i s a vehicle of social dominance. Cattle are the quintessential social currency of Sotho pastoral
life, vehicles of ritual communication, social reproduction, and domestic security through sac-
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rifice, bridewealth, agricultural productivity, capital accumulation, and in this case especially,
patron-client relationships. Here Lesotho’s Prime Minister, the late Chief Jonathan,has sent his
subjects to labor for his counterpart in South Africa, in return for gifts of cattle. Victims of this
exchange, the migrants see themselves as having more in common with the cattle than with
chiefly clients. They are a cargo “driven like oxen” to the mines, rather than followers sharing
in the redistributive beneficence of an autonomous stratified state.
Another poet’s use of the image of the vulture (letlaka) exemplifies the appropriation of the
resourcesof praise poetry in sefela. In Sesotho, birds of prey and carrion birds such as the eagle
and vulture are powerful symbols of death on the battlefield. The vulture in particular is a fearsome symbol, for its wings are the shroud and its belly the grave of the soldier who falls in a
foreign field-the fate to which chiefs sacrifice their men like oxen. Pathos becomes exhortation in the following excerpt from a war anthem (mokorotlo):*
Ngwan’a moshemane, pholo ya letlaka!
Re buswa ka pedi:
Re nna re hlajwa,
Ra re re hlajwa,
Ra abelwa manong!
Re abetswe mohakajane le letlake.

Tlake, se solle,
Re epela rnotho!
Wa marumo ha a epelwe hae,
Moho wa marumo o epelwa dithabeng;
Bitla la motho wa marumo seboku.
Rona banna re pholo tsa matlaka. . . .

Boy-child, ox of the vultures!
We are governed dually:
We are continually slaughtered,
And when we are slaughtered,
We are given to the eagles!
We have been given to the pied crow and the vulture . . .
Vulture, do not hover,
We are burying a person!
He of the spears is not buried at home,
A person of the spears is buried in the mountains;
The grave of the person of the spears; seboku
[grass].
We men are oxen of the vultures. . . .
[Kunene 1967:l (rl1I

In this anthem, the singers are “governed dually” by the soldier’s fate in battle and by the
political ambitions of their chief. According to Basotho tradition, such war anthems are meant
to prepare men not for victory but for death. Even when victory is assured, a soldier may not
live to enjoy it, but be buried by his comrades in the wilderness.
Chiefly praise poetry is often more sanguine. In the following praises, vultures are depicted
giving thanks to the chief‘s regiments for providing such a feast and, uncharacteristically,urging
a cessation of the fighting.
Nonyana tse tshweu, thabela-koduwa;

Matlaka a bua Sesotho hodimo,
A bua a tankisa Ditjotjela;
Hamorao a ba a rapella kgotso ho Tau ya Dinare;

A re: ‘Sewehla, ba tlohele hle!’
Nonyana tsa re: ’Butle,’ ho Mor’a-Kgosi,
0 re hlabetse, ho hoholo, Tall‘a-Mokhachane;

Oho, hloho tsa batho di setse di le fatshe!

Birds that are white, carrion lovers;
The vultures spoke in Sesotho from the space of
heaven,
They spoke and thanked the Ditjotjela Regiment;
And afterwards they begged for peace from the Lion
of the Dinare regiment,
Saying: “Sewehla-warrior, let them be, we beg
you!“
The birds cried “Hold!” to the Son-of-the-King,
“You have slaughtered for us amply, Ambusher[son]-of-Mokhachane!
Heed us! Many are the heads of men that lie upon
the ground!
[Kunene 1971:1141

Now, consider this passage from a sefela by Mphafu Mofolo:
Mamphororongpula ea na:
Lefu tloha pel’a me oa tekela,
Pel’o tsoenyehiloe ke ithoballe.
0 ’nile oa nthlobaetsa boroko.
’Tlaka la pholo, masiba a matso,
Khoali ea 60-joni,
Malahla malepe:
Banna, likhomo!
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It’s raining at Mamphororong:

Death, cease hovering over me,
My heart is tormented; let me sleep.
You have long ruined my sleep.
Vulture of the oxen, black-winged,
White crested black one of the joiners [volunteer
miners/soldiersl,
Fighters without hope:
Men, Cattle! [I salute you]

ngoan'abo Makhoathi!

[I] Brother of Makhoathi!

Mofolo's indexing of other genres through the symbolic imagery of vulture and cattle is far
from casual. The passage begins in the mountains of Lesotho, in the rainy darkness that i s said
to shroud the work of sorcerers. Thoughts of death, waiting perhaps in the mineshafts, the tomblike belly of the earth, hover over the poet's heart like a bird of prey. The letlaka, a vulture (Gyps
Kolbi) with a white head and black body, suggests the image of the khoali, a black ox with a
white forehead. This he takes as a symbol of the bojoni (joiners),the war volunteers (or miners)
who fight for the satisfaction of having tried, without hope of victory. As in the war anthem,
pathos becomes exhortation and Mofolo salutes his comrades with the traditional greeting:
Likhomo! (cattle) signifying prosperity, thereby completing the metaphoric trope. The image
"vulture of the oxen," mined from praise poetry, creates an analogy between past and present
sacrifices, comprising for Basotho male commoners a continuing common fate. In the end, fear
of death in a present context i s transformed through historically resonant cultural rhetoric into
a celebration of collective courage and a blessing for success.

social process and expressive process in lifela The performances upon which the following discussion is based were recorded in 1984 by me and Georgia McMillen, a linguistic
anthropologist, during an initial survey of performers residing in or near the western Lesotho
towns of Mafeteng, Maseru, Leribe, Butha-Buthe, and Roma. All but the last are border towns
where large numbers of repatriated, unemployed, vacationing, or aspiring migrants reside,
many awaiting the call from the local labor recruitment center. Texts were recorded in performance, and interviews were conducted in Sesotho with performers immediately afterward. The
tapes were transcribed in Sesotho and given a preliminary translation, after which we returned
to the performersto replay the performance and correct any errors in transcription. At the same
time, performers were conducted through a line-by-line exegesis of the texts, in light of which
the translations were thoroughly revised. Follow-up interviews were conducted wherever possible, though the more youthful performers had a tendency to disappear without warning into
the migrant labor system.
Lifela poets may perform alone at any social gathering, where a cash reward may be expected
from an appreciative audience or an eager anthropologist. The quintessential lifela performance event, however, i s a competition (sepheisano-khang, cf. Adams 1974:162), in which
two or more poets put equal sums into a kitty in support of their claims to eloquence, winner
take all. Length of uninterrupted extemporization, musical (rhythm and sound) patterning, verbal aptitude, figurative inventiveness, and the ability to transform experience into aesthetic
communication through the affective deployment of cultural knowledge are the main criteria
of evaluation. Though veteran performers serve as judges when there is money involved, poets
insist that the victor is obvious to everyone, even the vanquished. These competitive performances are organized in an informal, sometimes even impromptu manner. While they occur
most commonly in the mine compounds, where coteries of performers gather on weekends to
risk their money and reputations, they may take place whenever singers meet in Lesotho as
well. Poets expressed no particular preference for performing at the mines rather than in Lesotho, but several stated they rarely performed in their home villages due to a shortage there of
worthy opponents.
In the border towns, worthy opponents both male and female can be found in shebeens (taverns). Renowned male performers, however, explicitly disdained to perform in them. In general, they did not consider the boisterous atmosphere of these taverns conducive to proper concentration on the part of performers or audiences. Only less experienced men with little selfconsciousness as likheleke (eloquent ones) were willing to compete with the noise of conversation and the music of the koriana le meropa (accordion and drum) or with the women poets
who dominate the shebeens as a performance arena. There women create their own poetic
songs, which, by the criteria of text, context, and performance, seem clearly to belong within
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the boundaries of the sefela genre. Apart from some of the women poets themselves, Sotho
informants would agree to this inclusivenessonly under the anthropologist‘s interrogation. Significantly, the women’s songs are given no special name, but they tell as powerfully of Sotho
experience, consciousness, and aspiration as do the lifela of their men.
In the following discussion, performance fragments transcribed as texts are not treated as
objects of structural analysis in their own right, but are rather presented as examples of Sotho
imaginative discourseon the nature of self and social reality. Every performance i s a reordering
of materials used in previous recitations combined with original passages composed on the
spot. Most poets begin their careers reciting a great deal of what they have learned from their
seniors, gradually replacing it with material of their own. Long lifela most often contain images
and passages donated by teachers or ”stolen” from other poets one has heard or competed
against. It may be true to say that at any time there is a loose corpus of textual resources widely
employed and freely exchanged among experienced poets and their pupils. In a sense, poets
have just one sefelaa:a poetic autobiography made up of materials learned, stolen, original, and
recomposed, continually lengthened and recombined throughout their performing lives.
A long and eloquent sefela, therefore, is a performance at once deeply cultural, widely
shared, and highly individual. The listener understands what his or her levels of personal experience, empathy, and cultural knowledge permit. A man’s sefela has an immediate meaning
apparent to any casual listener, including women and older children. Second, there is a level
apprehended by other Sotho men who have shared with the performer such experiences as
mine labor and ritual initiation. Third, there i s the level communicated to other expert poets,
who share a heightened appreciation of aesthetic techniques and qualities of lifela performance. Finally, there is the meaning caught only by the performer’s closest associates, who are
intimately acquainted with both his personal history and his lifela. In subjecting lifela to literary
explication, we must be mindful that the performers themselves regard such analysis as a violation of the expressive integrity and aesthetic intent of their performances. As veteran poet
Makeka Likhojane exclaimed, frustrated at my unrelenting exegetical queries, ”If you want to
know the meaning, listen to the music!”
The poets‘ notion of “music” (’mino, from ho h a : “to sing”) denotes a smoothly rhythmic
verbal flow more than any specific degree of pitch stabilization or melodic patterning. As Majara Majara put it in sefela:
Ke reng ho lona, likempolara tseso!

Ho buoa kata-kata ea rnotse oa Mahaese,
Kata-kata ea motse oa Ramanki.
Ke booa feela; ke sa tsotelle Ietho.
Ke nka ka rnoea, ke lahlela koana.

...

What do I say to you, gamblers [poetic competitors]
of my home?
Speaking rollingly of Mahaese’s village,
Rollingly of Ramanki’s village.
It’s simply spoken; I mind nothing.
I seize [it] with the soul [breath], I cast [it] forth yonder.. . .

This rhythmic continuity is the aesthetic embodiment of the emotional communication Basotho regard as essential to social agreement. It is these emotional dynamics and their musical
expression that govern the spontaneous progression of linked, polysemantic images in a sefela
performance, rather than the content or structure of texts. For this reason, the “formulaic” lines
that punctuate internally cohesive metaphoric or narrative excursions in lifela are often emotionally reflexive, as in Molefi Mostsoahae’s frequent refrain:

Ho ea joang ke bue ka rnokhoa ona?
Pel0 ea ka e se e utloile bohloko.

How comes it I speak in this manner?

My heart suffers [understands pain].

As the defining characteristic of music in Sotho ethnoaesthetics, rhythmic performancecreates
a conceptual unity of sounding and hearing, sensation and understanding, that conflates individual and collective experience. The identification of sefela as ”poetic song” may seem problematic or redundant in the absence of clear distinction between poetic song and any other
kind. Indeed, performers insisted that lifela are “sung” (ho bina) whereas praise poetry i s “told”
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(ho qoqa), despite numerous references to performance as "speaking" (ho bua) in lifela texts.
For present purposes, "poetic song" may be defined as melodic, figurative verbal play in which
affective meanings are constituted through the performative integration of prosody and image.
Use of the terms oral or sung poetry for lifela derives from Sesotho, in which lifela are classified
as lipina tse binoang ho nngoe ("songs which are sung standing [still]"), as opposed to dance
or "action" songs, lipina b e binoang ka rnaoto ("songs sung with the feet"). Lifela performance
avoids any physical actions that might divert attention from the sounds themselves or from the
texts of songs. Male initiation songs and initiates' praises also belong to this category (Adams
1974:134-135). The typical style of lifela recitation is a self-absorbed, almost trancelike incantation without explicit recognition of the audience, who listen in introspective, immobile silence.

experience, consciousness, and text Despite the fact that a Sotho migrant spends an average of 35 percent of his adult life in South Africa, his "real life" in the sense of socially significant and culturally meaningful existence consists only of the time spent in Lesotho. Elderly
informantswho have worked on the mines since adolescencemay relate their entire life history
without a single mention of their experience in South Africa. Similarly, van der Weil(1977:94)
observed that migrants' letters to their families almost never mentioned mine life, but spoke
exclusively of the affairs of home. Sefela thus stands out as an openly public mode of communication in which Sotho men express freely their reactions to the experience of labor migration. Nevertheless, where the uninitiated reader might expect lifela to be all about work at the
mines, such is not the case. The alienation and contradiction of migrancy, a system in which
the survival of a patriarchal household depends upon the forced absence of its male head, are
articulatedthrough the mobilization of cultural knowledge in lifela. These songs are part of the
effort to maintain an integrated, positive self-concept despite the social displacement, fragmentation, and dehumanization inherent in the migratory labor system.
Moodie (1983) has commented most insightfully on the fundamental discontinuity between
the structure of social relations, patterns of interaction, and cultural norms encountered at the
mines and those governing social participation in Lesotho. Crossing the Caledon River into
South Africa thus symbolizes a conscious act of self-reformulation in conformity to rntheto, the
culture of the mines. Lifela songs provide a powerful vehicle both for changing self-identity at
the mines and for reconstructingan identity continuous with life in Lesotho upon their return.
This attempt to maintain an autonomous and transformative sense of self is itself a form of resistance to the migrants' dependent position in the organization of production. On the other
hand, this very process and the rural-rootedness it maintains may retard the development of
political consciousness among the migrants (Andreski 1968:41).
These contradictions are nowhere more evident than in the intense structural pressure that
labor migration brings to bear upon Sotho institutions of gerontocracy, bridewealth, and marriage. Ashton (1967:65) states that fully 25 percent of marriages in Lesotho are accomplished
by chobeliso (elopement), as a means of overcoming parental opposition, bridal resistance, or
exorbitant bridewealth demands. Even in negotiated unions, chobeliso is often practiced in
order to give the marriage some excitement and sporting appeal. Economics rather than romance, however, i s the central reality of marriage in Lesotho. The social necessity as well as the
determination to earn his own bridewealth, rather than turning to family elders, is revealed in
the following sefela "conversation" between the poet and his love:
"0 hlonametseng, Lethetsa oa Malirnatle!"
"Ke se leba har'a naha Kopanong;
Koana moo ho pheloang ka ho sekoloa."
A re, "0 isoa keng melekong koana?"
Ka re, "Ba heno ngoanana ba ntena";

"Why are you sad, Lethetsa of Malimatle?"

I am going into the wilderness of the Union [South
Africa];
There where one lives by toil."
She said, "What takes you there, among such miseriesl"
I said, "Your family, girl, they disgust me";
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Ba batla likhomo bohaling ba hao.”
Ke moo a roakang batsoali ba hae,
”Jlohela ho ea makhooeng,
Bontate ba hlanya ke maketse.”
Ka thola feela; Mokoena, ka tsamaea.

...

They want cattle for your bridewealth.”
Whereupon she insulted her parents,
“Give up going to the mines yonder,
My fathers are mad, I’m amazed.“
I just kept quiet; A Mokoena, I left. . . .
[ M a p l e 1976:241

Another poet, smarting from his mother-in-law‘s ridicule, combines the expression of resentment against his elderly affines with ironic commentary on the bureaucratic restrictions of
“influx control” that deny a Mosotho the right to freely seek work or settle in South Africa.
Hoja leholimong hoa ngolla,
Nka be ke romella maqheku teng,
A tle a fumane jorodane, e se e tletse;
E ts’eloang ka libuka, banna,
Le ka mangolo, Basotho. . . .

If one could write to heaven,
I would send the old folks there,
So they might find Jordan flooded;
Which is crossed by books, men,
And by certificates, Basotho. . . .
[Mokitimi 1982:312,436-4371

Departure for the mines introduces the central theme of lifela, one which encompasses and
integrates themes of geography, politics, amorous and heroic adventure, urban life, worldly
wisdom, self and self-image. This is the theme of travel, made emblematic in the genre‘s very
name. Form follows character in lifela, and there is so little sequential relationship between
narrativeepisodes that traveling i s the only theme that holds them together. The poet transcends
boundaries in space, time, and narrative structure as the migrant transcends the structural
boundaries of Sotho society (Babcock-Abrahams 1975:166-167). Implicit in the notion of
travel is the acquisition of knowledge through experience, both on the horsetracks of Lesotho
and the highroads of South Africa’s social wilderness. Significantly, poets often spend their
weekends at the mines traveling to other compounds in order to compete against new or established rivals, thus gaining eloquent knowledge through performanceexperience.
In many lifela, the migrant slips away from his village in secret, lest envious witches curse
his expedition with misfortune. As he walks through the mountains and river valleys on his way
to the labor recruitment centers in the western border towns, he describes each village, its poetic and medicinal specialists, its natural features, and the name and personal qualities of its
chief. As Taussig (1980:186)discovered among migrant workers in Bolivia, natural iconography is popular historiography. Poetic travel in Lesotho is a picture of the political as well as
physical landscape, a social geography providing opportunities for commentary and satire as
well as praise.
Morena o’a fana khotsong ea me:
0 fana likhomo; o fana lipere.
Monongoaha o fana le masimo;
Feela ha a eja oa nketha;
Ke bone ha a khetha macholo-cholo;
Batho ba jakang ka lipere,
Batho ba jakang ka basal;.
Naha ha e sena tjako u tlohe;
U eo jaka ho a rnang makhosana. . . ,

The chief is dispensing harmony at my village:
He gives out cattle; he gives out horses.
This year he even gives out fields;
But when he distributes he discriminates;
I saw when he favored the swindlers;
People who settle by [giving] horses,
People who settle by [giving] their wives.
A place where you cannot dwell you should leave;
You should settle among those who are [real]
chiefs.. . .
[Tsokolo Lecheko]

Here the poet comments upon the process of proletarianization, which has made an estimated
20 percent of married Basotho men landless despite traditional land allocation rights and the
legal principle enshrined in the maxim lefatshele la sechaba (”the land belongsto the people”).
The rich and the powerful prosper by corruption, while the migrant must move on. Conversely,
a chief who upholds Sotho notions of hierarchical reciprocity, even at the mines, i s worthy of
praise:
Ke sebelitse esale Morena Patsoana,
lnduna e rnona ea Butha-Buthe;
Morena a sa khetheng tsobotsi.
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I‘ve worked since Chief Patsoana’s time,
The overseer here from Butha-Buthe;
The chief who doesn’t discriminate.

Ha re ho mofo. “Mofotooe!”
Ho Moqhotsa, “Moqhotsa tooe!”
Nogana o re entse ba eena. . . .

He doesn’t say to a commoner, “Hey, you commoner!“
To a Xhosa, “Hey, you Xhosa!”
He has made us all his younger brothers. . . .
[Makeka Likhojane]

An important aspect of the theme of travel is the tragedy of forced migration. Lean and ill
from poverty and overwork, the migrant must keep traveling, a “foreign native” in South Africa,
a stranger to his wife and children in Lesotho. This image of the migrant as a homeless proletarian, suggested in Tsokolo Lecheko’s reference to land competition and landlessness in the
passage above, is symbolized in the frequent use of the terms molele (vagabond), papatlele
(aimless wanderer), khutsana (orphan), and ntho ea molimo (creatureof God) to refer to himself
and his fellows in lifela. Yet the spirit of the migrant i s best summarized by the poet who exhorted his comrades:
Koete ha habo monna ke hohle;
U nke molamu u k’u itekile.

Gentlemen a man’s home is everywhere;
Take up your stick and ramble.
[Mokitimi 1982:456]

Much more elaborately developed, however, is the narrative metaphor of the train. Nowadays, migrants travel from Maseru to the mines aboard huge buses supplied by South African
Railways. In lifela, however, migrants still thunder over the countryside in steam locomotives.
Fierce devourers of the distance, rushing headlong and heedless over the white man’s land,
trains are takers of men and bringers of wealth, totalizing symbols of the iron resolve and venturesome spirit of the Setsamaea-naha, the Traveling Man:
Hlanya le mabanta a litsepe,
Hanong ho eona ho le ho fubelu,
lhloana la toll0 ha le bonoe
Liporo li otla maloanloahla
Mahlephisi a /la likoto-koto
Poncho tsa bina, ”ielele-ielele!”
Ea phulasa eaka e ea re lahla.
Terene ea chesetsa maqaqa naha,

Ha ’metlanyana ha chela lilaong;
Hoa khotsa ’misisi heising. . .
Utloang h’a rapella likoete
0 itse: “lipapatlele ke ntho tsa molimo,
Li-ea-makhooeng, u li behe matsoho, Ngoana Sebili
Ha li fihla ka makhooeng;
A reke likhomo, a reke lipere. . . .”

Madman with iron belts,
Inside its mouth [furnace], such fiery redness,
Its eye (lamp1 is blinding,
Trainrails beat rattling,
[cars] coupled together,
The rattling railjoints sang, “ielele-ielele!”
It pulled out as if it would throw us off-board.
The train set aflame the humble country Boers’
fields,
Rabbits roasted alive in their holes;
Amazed was the farm mistress, outside her
house. . .
Hear as she prays for proud miners
Saving: “Vagabonds are God’s creatures,
The mine-goers, bless them, Child of Sebili [the
poet],
As they arrive at the mines;
Let them buy cattle, let them buy horses. . . .”
[Molefi Motsoahae]

The white farmwife’s blessing is particularly auspicious, for under a system where pasturage
remains a free good in Lesotho, livestock remains the most popular capital investment for migrants despite overgrazing, land shortage, and the notorious scarcity of young herdboys.
Other popular themes include the lore of Sotho magic and medicine, a topic used by poets
to establish their qualifications as men of cultural knowledge, entitled to make pointed observations on the morality of social relations. In one performance, Makeka Likhojane depicts himself as a powerful traditional diviner and herbalist (ngaka) who drives a destructive demon or
witch’s familiar (thokolosi) out of a farm and through the town, pursuing it even to the court of
King Moshoeshoe II at Matsieng. Asked what such a demon could want at the royal court,
Makeka replied that the task of the poet as ngaka was to drive out disharmony, wrongdoing,
ignorance, and poor self-expression through eloquence even, when necessary, from the seat of
traditional authority.
Spiritual catharsis i s often expressed in references to Christianity and the Bible as well as to
the ancestors. Christian ideology figures most prominently in passages concerned with morality
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and order in Lesotho, and with the migrant's own need for moral, emotional, and spiritual sustenance. The one personality drawn from Christian mythology who figures directly in passages
concerned with the mines is Satan Mautla (Ravisher), the maker of evil mischief who bedevils
efforts to bring moral order to migrant life. The semiotics of the mines as a kind of hell, a land
of spiritual as well as physical darkness where the devil rules in place of God, i s well known
from the folk religions of miners elsewhere in the Third World. In the tin mines of Bolivia in
particular, Nash (1 979) documents the existence of an inverted cosmology, a literal underworld
where the devil rules over the life and death of miners and must be propitiated with prayers
and ritual sacrifices. For the Sotho poet, Satan is a troublemaker and impostor who must be
exposed and driven out by the only man with superior knowledge, magical power, and cunning-the poet himself. Encounters with Satan at the mines are ironic in tone, and regarded as
among the most entertaining in lifela narrative.
Ke mohla Mautla a na qala ho nehoa linotlolo;
A behoa molimong ho hoe,
Leholimo lena o hl'o le buse.
Moshanyana a busa le bo-ha-ntat'ae.
Manyoloi a ka mo hana a re:
"Ha e le uena morena Mautla,
Leholimo u ke ke ua le busa le khale."
Basotho ba leshano ba lefatse:
5a re leholimong koana, Satane o teng;
0 re a le teng mehleng ea pele-pele, pele ho leroele
A lelekoa; re ne re sebetsa le eena Khotofolei!

It's the time Mautla was first given keys;
He was put in God's place it's said,
Up there in Heaven, he should reign.
The boy ruled, even in his father's place.
The angels can refuse him, saying:
"As for you, Lord Mautla,
Heaven you shall never rule."
Basotho are liars on earth:
They say, in heaven yonder, Satan is there.
He was there in olden times, before the mighty
storm.
H e was expelled; we worked w i t h h i m at
Grootvlei! . . .
IMajara Majara]

At the same time, Satan is identified with the poet himself, or explicitly described as the poet's
lineal kinsman. When I asked Makeka Likhojane whether Satan was a white miner or a black
miner, he replied that he must be black, for only black miners "work like the devil." Miners'
adoption of Satan as one of their own is a form of defiance directed at the powerful and often
contemptuous mine clerks, who refer to the miners as 'satane tsa makhisa ("long-haired devils"). Significantly, Satan Mautla makes his appearance in passages dealing with social disruption in Lesotho as well.
Virtually any aspect of migrant experience can be used metapoetically, as an extended metaphor for aesthetic values in performance and for the poet's own mastery of sefela, on which
his status as a man of knowledge depends. While the most widely used domain in metapoetic
metaphor is traditional medicine, some poets make effective use of the imagery of the mines
themselves:
I am already running long distances
Ke se ke kbema lipenta telele
Ke thapo ea o
Leche matontsantsima.
Ke hana ha likokopane li
tsoela teromong;
Le moepeng ke ntse ke li tsosa.
Likomponeng tsena, khale ke li sebetsa
Ke ka holo e setseng sekoereng,
Bona, e hanne mochini-boi, o chaise;
Mochini-boi, ke o pomme hlooho,
Sepannere, ke se pomme letsoho,
Ke moo sepannere se neng se qala ho omana:
"Uena, pekenene; Uena thimba-boi,
Koala rnetsi, u koale limoko;
Jhapo tsena lise li re chesitse;
Mali a batho a kopane le majoe . . ."

I [recite] as long as the cable that
Pulls the orebuckets around the winch.
I refuse [to empty] when orebuckets
go to the collecting drum;
I'm pulling orebuckets up steep slopes.
These minecompounds, I've long worked them . . .
I'm like a charge which remained in the oreface
[unexploded],
Look, that stopped the drillboy from working;
Drillboy, I slashed his head,
Drillguide, I slashed his hand,
It's then the drillguide started to scold:
"You, charge-setter; you, timberboy,
Shut off the water, so you stop the steam;
These cables have burned us;
Men's blood is mixed with stones . . ."
[Majara Majara]

To give an impression of his ability to extemporize for long, uninterrupted periods, the poet
compares himself to the cable that pulls the orebuckets up from the mine. When they reach the
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collecting drum, others are emptied, but he refuses, continuing the arduous work of extracting
precious nuggets from the gold mine of his poetic resources. He compares the spontaneous
bursts of surprising images that he uses to decimate his rivals to a charge left unexploded in the
rockface. When the drill operator returns to work, the charge goes off, maiming the miners. In
a horrific and gruesome account of a mine accident, the poet alone survives, compelled to pull
the rotting bodies of his comrades from the rubble.
Firijinia, Tikoe maokeng;
Thab‘Machai ea heleha, batho,
Ke moo ho shoeleng lekholo la batho;
Ho setse ’na, lelimo l a motho.
Ke setse ke le moleketsana ke le mong;
Ke ne ke hula litopo tlas’a mafika;
Band ba batho ba bolile ba nkha,
Ba se bile ba nyeunya. . . .

Virginia, Tikoe River at the thorn trees;
Mount Machai fell down, people,
It’s where a hundred men died;
It’s 1 who remained, a cannibal-man.
I remained, alone among that tribe [of corpses];
1 was pulling corpses from under rocks;
People’s children they rotted, they stank,
They already swarmed with worms. . . .
[Majara Majara]

Like the Bolivian tin miners in June Nash’s (1979:170) suggestively titled We €at the Mines;
the Mines Eat Us,Sotho miners view the mine as a sentient being with whom they are engaged
in a relationship of reciprocal cannibalism. Like Majara Majara in the passage above, an untiring miner or hard-driving team leader (black or white) can be labeled lelimo, a cannibal, one
who consumes the mine and his fellow miners in his pursuit of personal advancement. The
vivid imagery of suffering underground exemplifies the expressive power of lifela, for here at
once is pride and fear, rivalry and mutual dependence, heroism and fate, pity and terror, creativity and death.
When recreating life at the mines, poets may regale their audienceswith hilarious and ironic
accounts of the seamier side of urban life. Especially popular are amorous encounters with
matekatse, the camp followers of the Sotho migrant army. These women are in many ways the
counterparts of the migrants whom it is their profession to entertain. As with several other important themes in lifela, relationships with women have a South African aspect and a Lesotho
aspect. Mirroring accounts of affairs with matekatse are the male poet’s recollections of the
maidens of his village, his longing for his young wife, his worries over her fidelity and the welfare of his home. In one popular episode, the young miner returns to his fiancee’s homestead,
where instead of a joyous welcome, he finds himself forgotten, unrecognized, treated “as one
returned from the dead.“ In others, the migrant returns to find that his wife has deserted their
home, taking the things his labor and sacrifice have provided:
Banna, le nyale basali le tle le bone,
Banna, meleko e ata joale ke le siko .
loale ke le siko ke le makhooeng koai
Lapa la ka le fetohile lithako, Paape,
Bana ba ka ba fetohe lihase
Kobo tsa ka li jeoe ke lifariki;
Banna, ke bolele tsa likonyana.
Ke fihla ka Tsoane mabalane koana
Ke fumane ntja ho se le e’ngoe.
Ke qalelle, ntata’a Tholang.
Banna le beisini ho se le e’ngoe;
Banna le khaba ho se e’ngoe . . .

Men, marry women and you’ll see,
Men, misfortunes multiply now in my absence . . .
Now in my absence at the mines,
My home became ruins, Paape,
My children became orphans
My blankets eaten by pigs;
Men, I mean those of lambskin.
I arrived at Tsuane there in the lowlands
To find that a dog there was not even one.
I began again, father of Tholang.
Men even a bowl there wasn’t one;
Men even a spoon there wasn’t one . . .
[Mokitimi 1982:474]

working women’s oral poetry
The insecurity felt by male migrants in relation to the reliability of the rural home support
system is mirrored in the social attitudes and disabilities of Basotho women. Shifting our attention to women poets, we find that the position of migrants’ women in the contemporary structure of social and productive relations in Lesotho is possibly worse than that of their men. At
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any one time, 40 to 60 percent of Lesotho married women are wives of absent miners. While
only marriage can gain a woman access to fields and livestock, wives are responsible for their
management in their husbands’ absence. Women are constantly faced with decisions for which
they are accountable to husbands who may not appreciate their problems. Frequently, husbands fail to provide the resources necessary to carry out their own instructions. Able-bodied
males are scarce in the villages, and a woman cannot normally look to her own or her husband‘s kinsmen for any significant assistance. Deprived at the mines of the authority and autonomy that define adult male status in Lesotho, husbands return home determined to reassert
undisputed control over their homesteads and their wives (Cordon 1981:59-74). Lacking the
personal resources to risk self-assertion, a wife who has, after all, managed in her husband‘s
absence, may resent his sudden and perhaps dictatorial interference.
Basotho women’s consciousness may be categorized in terms of two complementary perspectives which, interestingly, are not class-specific. The first is based on the perception that
the reality of Basotho married life no longer provides security or fulfillment for women. Many
Basotho women still regard the “traditional” (pastoral-agrarian) family as a worthy ideal,
closely identified with the autonomy of the precolonial Basotho state. They profess to desire
such a marriage, despite the structural dependency and subordination it prescribes, but complain that it i s either unavailable or unworkable under present conditions of male labor migration. The second perspective also maintains that traditional marriage i s structurally unworkable, but goes much further. Women of this viewpoint insist that the normative family model is
inherently incapable of fulfilling women‘s individual needs and aspirations, subjects them to
intolerable restrictions and social dependency, gives them major responsibilities without effective authority, and makes little use of their productive potential. Both perspectives are found
among middle-class and working-class women alike, and are expressed by women poets, all
of whom are proletarian. What makes these poets unique is their social identity as persons able
and willing to reflect upon women’s experience in the context of public performance.
Who then are these basali ba bokheleke, the “women of eloquence“? Some are wives of
migrant laborers, others have lost their men through divorce, abandonment, or death. Still others have yet to marry or refuse to marry or cohabit, preferring a precarious independence and
self-sufficiency to economic and jural subordination to an unreliable or domineering man
(Showers 1980:56). Many are themselves migrants, litsamaea-naha, spendingextendedperiods
eluding ”influx control” and working in South Africa, or migrating internally from rural villages
to the major towns of Lesotho in search of the income without which they and their children
cannot survive. What they share is participation in the economic and social institution of the
shebeen, also known as a bara (bar) or sopoto (spot).
Since female migration from Lesotho to South Africa was made illegal in 1963, Basotho
women have suffered increasingly from overdependence on male migrant wages and/or a lack
of social alternatives and opportunities to generate their own cash income. The South African
government, the Lesotho government, and male Basotho attitudes have openly conspired to
prevent female migration, which threatens the divided-family system (Murray 1981) on which
both the migratory labor system and male domestic power are based. There is no greater source
of resentment among younger women than influx control, which they believe has deprived
them of economic alternatives and opportunities for the personal advancement and independence enjoyed by their mothers (Gay 1980a: 19-25). In their desperate circumstances, underpaid and insecure domestic service provides some employment for women who, for one reason
or another, have lost access to male migrant wages. A second and increasingly common strategy is beer brewing, sale of liquor, and petty trading based in shebeen operations (Gay
198Ob:44-45). Cooperative labor and investment in shebeen activities are part of the female
support networks that play a major role in women‘s socioeconomic survival and adaptation.
Brewing, sexual companionship, and performance within the shebeen context provide a degree of psychological as well as social and economic independence. The shebeen thus enables
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women to extract money from the migratory labor system and to use it to establish their own
social networks and sense of personal autonomy (Gay 1980a:2&27).
Two of the most active young women poets we encountered frequent a shebeen in the Leribe
district, where their dancing and poetic songs are much appreciated by the clientele, both male
and female. The younger poet, N.N., was 21 years of age when she performed the following
musical text at the shebeen in 1984. At that time she had already been married and divorced
with one child, which died in infancy. She attended parties at the shebeen to gain what income
she could, and carried on an unsatisfactoryand intermittent relationship with a man who rented
her room for her. Despite her divorce, which occurred in South Africa when her husband became unemployed, N. N. represents the perspective of Basotho women who would prefer a
normative marital relationship. Her songs are an exercise in Sotho “moral imagination” (Beidelman 1986:1), constructing a picture in which she can measure, assess, and reflect upon the
reality of social experience.
Ntate Kapa ’Muso, monna oa ka, o ntse a itlela.

Ba pepesaka ke letekatse,
Ha ke ’tekatse;
Ke pheta mabaka.
Lelapeng la ’me’ banana,
La ‘me‘ ho jooa ka thata;
Che! Ke letekatse.
Ntate o ne a shebile sakeng,
’Me’ o ne a shebile mots’eo;
Che hobaneng?Ke letekatse.
Ke sa nahana, ke tla tekatsa
Bothata bo hloele, manolo holimo.
Nke ke be ka rapela lekhale
He! Ho shoa ho betere banana
Ho betere ho feta bophelo.
Ramaseli o mpe o ntsoarele,
Che hobanengkea tekatsa,
Hobanengkea tsekela,
Le joetse ’me’ motsoali,
Helele ’me ’Maneo,
” a , ngoananyana oa TY. . . .
Nka siea monn’a ka /la, ntate kapa Sello,
Ke Sell0 le Fosa,
Ba botsa ke nyetsoe kae,
Ke Matsitsi Letebele,
Helele, ngoan’a ka ngoana!
Le nthlotse kea tekela,
Le nthlotse kea tekela,
Helele, ngoananyana Lioling!
0 ke ke be oa bana ke nyetsoe;
Ke nyaloa ka mehla,
Ka mehla pelo ha e tele,
0 ke ke be oa bona ke koatile. . . .

Mr. Kapa ’Muso, my husband he comes on his own
account.
They slander me as a prostitute,
I am not a prostitute;
I narrate the causes [of my circumstances].
At my home, girls,
At home eating is difficult;
Yes! I am a prostitute.
My father looked away to the kraal,
My mother looked away, deep inside the hut;
But why? [because] I am a prostitute.
I still think, I shall go whoring;
Hardship piles up, [mounting] quietly higher.

...

I never pray, never
He! To die is better, girls
It’s far better than to live.
God of Light, please pardon me,
Yes, because I am a prostitute,
Because I am roaming about,
You tell mother, who gave me birth,
Helele, mother ’Maneo,
I, a little girl of Teyateyaneng. . . .
I can leave my man and cry, sir, or Sello,
It is Sello and Fosa,
They ask where I am married,
It’s Matsitsi the Letebele [Zulu]
Helele, my girl child!
You have left me wandering about,
You have left me wandering about,
Helele, little girl of Lioling!
You will not see me married;
I get married daily,
Daily my heart is long [hopeful],
You will never see me surly. . . .

Overall, these passages represent the poet’s emotional response to the social exclusion, insecurity, and status deprivation attached to her categorical identity as a letekatse. Universally
translated as ”prostitute,” this term in practice designates any independent adult working-class
womaw-one supporting herself without the regular guardianship of a man, whether through
the marketing of sexual services or by other means. Here, N. N. complains that her “husband”
returns only when his own needs require attention. Meanwhile, two men named Sello and Fosa
inquire as to ”where she is married,” implying that she is a prostitute because they find her in
the shebeen. She accounts for herself, singing in existential defiance that hunger drove her
away from home, leading her parents to disown her in shame. Hardships accumulate, however,
and one must survive, so she must turn to prostitution. In the second passage, her mood shifts
from outward defiance to internal suffering. She bemoans her inability to pray, and avers that
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death i s preferable to her present mode of existence. Then suddenly she is praying. Her prayer
reflects the unresolvable contradictions of her life, in which stable marital relations are unattainable and independence socially unacceptable. God is asked to pardon her for what she
cannot help, and she seeks her mother’s understanding, for at 21 she is still just “a little girl of
Teyateyaneng.” The final passage recounts an exchange with the men present. She has had to
leave her man (in South Africa) and others are asking where she i s married. She has been abandoned to wander from place to place without a home. You will not see her married, for no
husband comes. Yet her heart marries daily; each day her hopes revive and, buoyed by fellowship and the catharsis of self-revelatory song, you will never see her in despair.
The second poet, T. M., is a true letekatse; a self-sufficient mother of 3, 27 years old, who
has never married and never intends to. In her own words, “I have my aunts, who have gone
through hell in marriage, so it is my own choice that I don’t marry . . . I only think of men when
there is something I want to get from them . . . except for those who are my friends.” Indeed,
many Basotho women have come to see men as an undependable but exploitable resource,
rather than as long-term conjugal partners (Gay 1980a:25).
Women’s poems are often sharply critical of men and their antisocial behavior. For women,
the symbol and embodiment of such behavior are the marashea, or “russians”-the
famous
Basotho gangsters who terrorize the urban labor recruitment centers of Lesotho as well as the
urban Sotho communities of South Africa. As another woman poet, Mamapetla, sang:
Aoelele, ngoana moshanyana!
Leholimo le ka be le na le ’tulo:
Mor’a M o h o e moholo ke mang?
Hela! Oa mantlha oa matsibolo Satane.
Mohla a qalang ha ntsoa motsana;
Hela! N a ntsoa sekoti sa lihele.
Hela! Ke eo ba mo tsoere ka toropong;
A le thipa a le selepe sa hae,
Hela! A le kobong tsa lefu a feletse.
Hela! Khomo li besua ka mollo, Satane;
H a li le ta li ka u hlatsisa.

Aoelele, manchild!
Heaven should have a place [for you]:
Who is the eldest son of God?
Hey! The very first of the first born is Satan.
At first he was allotted a small village;
Hey! Then he was given the pit of hell.
Hey! There he is, caught up in town;
On him are a knife and an axe,
Hey! He is in full funeral attire.
Hey! The cattle [ill-gotten gains] are burned with
fire, Satan;
If they are raw, they’ll make you vomit. . . .
[Mamapetla Makara]

Mamapetla’s song plays on the biblical legend of Satan as God’s original favorite among the
angels, who, like a first-born son of a Sotho chief, is given his own village to rule over. Rejecting
his father and his patrimony, the song’s migrant Lucifer ends up in the social hell of the urban
African locations. Now a proletarian gangster, the absconder i s warned that “the cattle,” which
are a metaphor for both stolen goods and dangerous, diseased town-women, will bring him
only misfortune and sickness.
T. M.’s own lifela encapsulate many of the most salient experiencesand deeply felt concerns
of Sotho proletarian women. The following passage reveals the importance of emotional sisterhood and female social networks for working women.
song: “Bakhototsi”
Hele helele, ngoana moshanyana!
Ke lahlehetsoe ke motho tsamaeong;

lo ’Maleben yaeeeeeee!
Hae oele oelele le le oele le le
’Menejara komponengkoana, bo!
Ke re, ‘menejara komponeng koana,
U romme malekaptene komponeng;
He-e-la vend, ngoana moshanyana!
’Maene kapotene, Satane,
10, o moleko oa ho qetela.
Hele helele, ngoana moshanyana!
U nkile themba la ka,
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Hey there, manchild!
I‘ve been abandoned by [my] man amid [my] wanderings;
lo, ’Malebenyaeeeeeee!
Hae oele oelele le le oele le le
The manager of yonder compound, bo!
I say, the manager of yonder compound,
You sent the compound captains [on your business];
Hey you, manchild!
Mine captain, Satan,
10, you are misfortune itself.
Hey there, manchild!
You have taken my [one] hope,

0 le behile merafong koana

You have kept him at the mines yonder
Hey you heyyyy!
There he is, pushing orebuckets,
There among the whitemen yonder. . .

Hele uenaeeeee!
Ke eane u chofa likolofane,
Mose hara makhooa koana. . . .

The events recounted above concern a friend of the poet who was living with her man near a
mine compound i n South Africa. When the man was suddenly transferred to another mine, she
was unable to follow and had to return to Lesotho. Asked about this passage, the poet replied
that her friend had little talent or self-confidence as a performer, so she composed and sang
these lines for her, and for all the women who suffered the pain of separation from their men.
song: “Peka”
Ke re Keisara, poro sa Matlatsane
Topa ho ea mabitleng, ha habo
ngoan’a ka, ngoananaeeee.
Kirilente thabeng,
Nka siea lekholo la batho,
Ke khaotse masholu a ntsoere.
Ke re Westonaria har’a makhooa,
Le mapolesa a kil’a nkotla,
Ba nkotla ba ntetetsa.
10 ngoan‘a ka eeeeee
Hela ngoana’a moshanyana!
Ke re le lithunya li kile tsa mfosa.
Mose har’a makhooa koana
He helele ngoan’a moshanyana!
Ke ha ke tloha har’a makhooa,
Ke leba Bokhafi, banana.
Ke re ke Verenekheng thebe,
Velejune, mokoti oa mashala,
power lichomeleng.
/e sekompolasi Makosheng
Ke sihile ngoan‘a ka tseleng.
He-e-la uena ngoan’a moshanyana!
Seporong Mokhoanatsi.
Oele le le Sosolo har’a makooa
Belina, motseng oa litletle
lo ngoan‘a ka eeee!
Nka siea buti Libethe,
Ke mo siea, ke mo siea le mang!
Heee, lentsoe la ka e ka b’e le tloloko,
Nka be ke memetsa;
Ke bitsa banna ba Khauteng ke ba joetse,
Kea sotleha, Lesotho mona,
Kea hampe, Lesotho mona;
Ha ke loana, ke isoa moreneng;
Ha ke loana, ke bitsoa khotla.
Ke re ke otla kamehla,
Ke se ke bile otile oele oelele!
Ke tsabile ‘muso oa mathata,
Ke tsabile Lebotho la Khotso
He-e-la uena ngoan’a moshanyana!
Ho betere ke shoele lefatseng la makhooeng, bo!
Nkeke be ka koenehela likano;
Nka mpa ka shoela borasheeng koana
Hele helele ngoan‘a Mathopela!
’Me‘ le ntate eeeeee!
Ua ithaba u na le ’mao,
’Mao le ntat’ao,
E tle e re ha u shoele ba u llele:
“Hele helele, ngoan‘a Tsele;
Ke mofu a ithobaletse,
Ke e motle Mofokeng.”

Isay Kaizer, Matlatsane railway [train to Klerksdorp
mines]
Head straight towards the cemetery,
home of my child, oh little one.
Kiriland at the mountain,
I can leave behind a hundred men,
I escaped from the grip of thieves.
I say Westonaria, among the whites,
The police even beat me,
They beat me and bruised me.
Woe my child
Hey, manchild!
I say even guns missed me.
There among the whites yonder
Hey hey, manchild!
Then I fled from among the whites,
I went to Bokhafi, girls.
I say it’s Vereeniging, lmyl shield
Viljoen, the coal mine,
smokestacks of [electric] power.
It’s Makosheng Location [where]
I abandoned my child along the road.
Heyyy you, manchild!
Along the railway line, Mokhoanatsi.
Oele le le Sosolo among the whites
Belina, in the big cities
Oh, my little child!
I can abandon brother Libethe,
[But ifl 1 leave him, with whom do I leave him?
[what other woman!]
Yea, if my voice could be like a clocktower chime,
I could call out loud;
I’d call the men at Johannesburg,and tell them,
It’s oppressing [me], Lesotho here,
It‘s awful, Lesotho here;
When I fight, I am brought before the chief;
When I fight, I’m brought to court.
I say I am always beaten up,
To where I’ve become thin, oelele!
I’ve fled from a government of miseries,
I‘ve fled from the “Peace Corps” [Leabua’s civil
guards1
Heyyy, you manchild!
It‘s better I die in the whiteman’s land, bo!
But I can never betray my oaths;
I’d rather die among russians there
Hele helele, Mathopela’s child!
Oh mother and father oeeeee!
You are happy you have your mother,
your mother and your father,
So that when you are dead, they will bewail you:
“Hele helele, alas Tsele’s child;
She is dead and gone to sleep,
She was a beautiful Mofokeng.”
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In this song, T. M. recounts and compares her experiences in South Africa and Lesotho, protesting complementary injustices on both sides of the border, and the violence, suffering, homelessness, alienation, and oppression that dog the footsteps of the independent working woman
wherever she finds herself. The opening lines associate the mines with the death of her lover
(my child), exhorting the train to take the miners straight to the cemetery where he i s buried.
The following passage recounts an episode on the Witwatersrand, where she escaped from a
gang of gun-toting Sotho russians during a shoot-out, only to be arrested and brutalized by the
police. Thereafter she takes refuge with a woman friend, her “shield“ at Vereeniging. Then she
sings of the loss of her man during her wanderings, and her regrets, for some other, unknown
woman i s bound to take up with him. Shifting the scene to Lesotho, she calls out over the distances to Sotho men in Johannesburg, telling them of the oppression she experiences at home.
Even here she must report to the local chief and suffer the degradation of arrest when she fights
in her own defense. She expresses her disgust with the Leabua government and the vigilantes
it used to maintain control in the villages. With biting irony, she proclaims it better to live and
die in South Africa, faithful to the oath of loyalty she has sworn to the gangsters who are her
only reliable friends. This sad realization leads to the emotional resignation and resolution of
the final lines. Those of you women who still have parents are fortunate, she sings, for if you
should die they would grieve for you, crying, “She is dead and gone to sleep;/She was a beautiful M ~ f o k e n g . ” ~

conclusion
Babcock-Abrahams’ (1975:184) speculation that artistic forms of cultural creativity involve
perceiving a situation or idea in two self-consistent but mutually incompatible frames of reference may apply to Basotho oral poetry. Men’s lifela establish a multiple dialogue between
the poet and his society, between Sesotho culture and the culture of the mines, and between
identity as a mosotho and as a migrant. Lifela performance helps to domesticate the intractable
contradictions between the symbolically reconstituted past and the uncertain constitution of
the present; between life at home and at the mines; between family solidarity and long-term
separation; between autonomous self-image and identity as a labor unit; between ideal relationships and the reality of migrant and village life; between the migrants’ thirst to determine
their own destiny and the dry well of their alternatives.
In brief, we have a situation in which performance as a social process actively constitutes
social reality as it imaginatively encodes it. There arises then the question of the relation of dayto-day event history to the construction of experience in lifela. How, for example, might the
current refusal of mine management to recruit young novices, or the recent military coup in
Lesotho, affect the context and content of lifela performance?While poets deal explicitly with
external forces and events as they are personally affected by them, their fundamental concern
i s with the central contradictions of structure and meaning in Sotho historical and social experience. Social facts, such as increasing landlessness in Lesotho, are assimilated into the central metaphors from which social reality and moral attitudes are constructed. As Ellen Basso
has written:
Since the reality of performed cultural events is not literal representation of the day-to-day life of narrator
and listeners, these events have a universal quality of truthfulness because they are unbounded by relativistic necessity. . . . Because many elements of a performancedo not match everyday life, the listener
can interpret them only through reference to normal or, more accurately, common and expected experiences [1985:4].
In the terms of Fernandez’ (1986:83,93)now familiar gloss, metaphors set up a continuum
for the movement of persons in cultural quality space. Here, it is always the performer who
moves, and the movement is between the identity of a child (ngoana) of a homestead-a village, a chief, a clan, and the land and nation of Lesotho itself-to that of the orphan and home-
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less wanderer. Mediating this fundamental opposition is the image of the intrepid traveler, the
setsamaea-nahawhose authorshipdistinguishessefela from all other genres. In his many guises,
the male traveler first ranges poetically over Lesotho, demonstrating his cultural knowledge of,
and thus rootedness in, the geographical, social, and political lay of the land. Then, as migrant,
he moves beyond the boundaries of his society in pursuit of that aspect of cultural heroism that,
for the Basotho, consists in the active prosecution of the inevitable in the interests of communal
survival (Kunene 1971:3-4). Now homeless, he i s not without a home. The experience he gains
as traveler in a foreign world whose powers nonetheless currently command the destiny of the
Basotho, can serve collective interests when it is placed, through lifela, at the service of autonomous moral and social values. In poetic performance as well as i n migrancy (Murray
1981: l O l ) , the traveler reproduces and enriches society by leaving it, provided his riches are
brought home.
Unlike the praise poet and his chiefly subject, the sefela poet is at once culture hero and
marginal man. Migrant earnings constitute the bulk of Lesotho's gross domestic product, and
migrant labor fuels the mining industry, which is the engine of South Africa's economic and
political power. Yet their dependency and status as nonpersons within the economic structure
of apartheid gives them a marginal position in the overall political economy of Southern Africa,
and they are looked down upon by the bureaucratic and business class in Lesotho. At home,
migrants who prefer each others' company to that of their families may be referred to by the
derogatory term likoata (squad or squatter), meaning "uncivilized ruffians"-those who gang
together, flaunting the rude, aggressive manners acquired at the mines. The poets explicitly
reject and implicitly accept this identity, for they are men of cultural knowledge and eloquence
(bokheleke) as well as of makhooeng, "the place of the whites." In their lifela, migrants boast
of their own irascibility and social independence. Traveling the psychic distances of migrant
experience provides them with both the capacity and license for metasocial reflection and cultural creativity.
The question might be raised as to whether and in what sense women's lifela can be construed as "heroic." Certainly their performance does bring forth women's grievances in a public context. Male shebeen patrons, stung by the critical barbs of female performers, routinely
rise to sing spontaneous retorts. On occasion, they are shouted down or even pushed aside by
matekatse determined to hold the floor. More significantly, singers like T. M. embody, in their
lives as in their songs, the refusal to conform to the normative, dependent role of the married
female Sotho "peasantarian ." Risking arrest and bodily harm to remain a setsamaea-naha, a
traveler, T. M. exposes the gender contradiction of the migratory labor system. For men, South
Africa is the land of wage slavery; for women, it represents relative choice, opportunity, and
independence. For both, "traveling" provides resources for domestic social power. The shebeen operator and the letekatse live in willful defiance of the identity that both Sotho society
and the migratory labor system as a whole prescribe for them. The trenchant mix of pathos,
protest, and bravado in their lifela reveal a consciousness of the overall injustices of the South
African political economy as well as of their disabilities within it.
Since the publication of Victor Turner's The Ritual Process (1969) almost two decades ago,
the study of symbolic mediation has flourished in cultural anthropology. Focusingon the social
uses of metaphor (Sapir and Crocker 1977), an anthropology of performance has developed in
direct relation to an anthropology of experience (Turner and Bruner 19861, providing models
for the analysis of verbal art in social context. The productivity of these models has come to
depend less on their ability to demonstrate how fundamental cultural concepts and values are
replicated at various levels of social structure and action, and more upon the ways in which
forms of symbolic objectification articulate and mediate structural and conceptual contradictions.
In Turner's(l982:52-55) formulation, sefela as an expressive genre i s essentially "liminoid":
a form of aesthetic communicative play that exists in antistructural or metastructural relation to
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normative institutions and the configurations of social power they represent. Sefela poets,
Turner might have argued, establish “communitas” with their audiences-an emotionally immediate categorical identification in which performance provides a collective evaluation of
social structure and suggests more ‘‘liberated’’ alternatives. Beidelman (1980:29), however,
argues that liminality i s not a “manifest aspect of content“ but rather “a relational category
derived from prolonged and intensive consideration of a particular symbolic idiom.” Beidelman urges us to remain suspicious of approaches like Turner’s
that allocate ambiguity, contradiction, and conflict to the peripheries of society. Contrary to being indicative of change, dysfunction, or “cognitive dissonance,” these phenomena under scrutiny represent
the essence of social life [1980:381.

He suggests we view performance as a product of the “moral imagination,” a concept that
includes not only the “ways that people construct images of the world in which they live,” and
the ”ways society may change,“ but also the “ways that its members may stand back to scrutinize, contemplate, and judge their world. In this sense imaginative exercise constitutes a
means for criticism, for distortion, even subversion, of the social order” (1 986:2). While it does
provide a productive model for the analysis of the “morally uneasy relations between individuals and their roles as persons in a society with culture‘’ (Beidelman 1986:207), Beidelman’s
conception of the moral imagination does not effectively account for the historical transformation of performance genres in relation to the dynamics of social structure, political economy,
or the politics of knowledge, meaning, and aesthetic discourse. Fernandez’ (1 986) pathbreaking contributions to the anthropology of poetics likewise address existential and metaphysical
dilemmas in preference to wider social contradictions and relations between power and performance. Fernandez (1986:98) freely admits that in emphasizing a localized microanalysisof
performative metaphors “there may be some weakness in graspingthe larger structure of social
relations in which these poetic events are enmeshed.” The study of sefela suggests that the
substantial benefits of the approaches of Beidelman, Fernandez, and Turner need not be foregone in the effort to understand the context of context: the social relations of production in
performance.
Performance genres are subject to the same processes of production and reproduction as are
other structures of social and material relations. The validity of Marx’s much debated contention that social being determines social consciousness is dependent upon the recognition that
social being itself is as much a matter of cultural values and cognitive structures as of empirical
constraints and material needs (Thompson 1977:261-262). Historical change occurs because
changes in productive relationships are experienced in social and cultural life, refracted in men’s ideas
and their values, and argued through their actions, their choices and their beliefs [Thompson 1977:266].

Among social philosophers of language, Raymond Williams (1977) has been most clear in
establishing the connection between aesthetic discourse and its external determinations, and
in bridging the gap between material existence and consciousness. Williams works from the
premise that material interactions are communicative and speech events are material. The
interpretation of text and performance must therefore recognize both the autonomy of culture
and the relations of power within which cultural expression is embedded. Understanding Basotho oral poetry, then, requires a critical analysis that integrates an aesthetically communicative concept of culture with social agency and the historical determinations of social structure
(Ulin 1984:165).
Williams (1977:108-127) has shown how competing communicative forms and practices
can coexist within a single society. In Williams’ terms, Sotho praise poetry would represent a
near-archaic form of ”selective tradition,” one which had appeared to represent the whole of
social life but which in fact served to legitimate a now outmoded social order. In the face of
the postcolonial abuse and decline of the chieftaincy, association with the heroic period of the
autonomous Sotho state maintains the prestige of praise poetry and its role in the expressive
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formation of personal and social identity. In contrast, sefela is ”emergent culture,” representing
the process through which new meanings and relations are continually created through historical synthesis. The structural play and imaginative sensory flow of aesthetic discourse in sefela
is a liberating and reintegrative force in a social world of inherent contradiction and dependency. Oriented to more permanent cultural values, sefela casts a critical eye on existing relations and urges flexibility and self-possession in a world Basotho migrants one day hope to
repossess.
As works of moral imagination, /ife/a are a fertile source of metaphors that span “a range of
seemingly otherwise unbridgeable realms” (Beidelman 1986:3). Within the essentially competitive structure of lifela performance, the ability to compose fresh, startling metaphors is a
major evaluative criterion. Performance itself is an attempt to use the dialectical structure of
metaphors to articulate inherent contradictions and bridge the discontinuities of Sotho migrant
experience. Paradoxically, whatever practical success these performances achieve in unifying
migrants‘ identity may contribute to workers’ reluctance to see themselves as rightful petitioners
for social and economic justice in South Africa itself. Research to investigate this dilemma directly remains to be done.
Such problems aside, sefela demonstrates how people struggling to deal with exploitative
and disintegrative social conditions may create for themselves a sense of personal autonomy
from within which they may truly act. For Basotho migrants, this autonomy i s built upon the
positive redefinition, through performance, of their human value, in opposition to their identity
as mere labor units in the political economy of South Africa. For the migrants’ women, sefela
provides a medium of collective self-expression and emotional reflection on the quality of their
lives, their hopes, and their inalienable human dignity. The study of such forms as sefela sa
litsarnaea-naha may illuminate migrant workers’ consciousness and the cognitive sources of
the African struggle for self-determination in Southern Africa.

notes
‘Hendrik Voerwoerd, Prime Minister of South Africa from 1958 to 1966 and infamous as the chief architect of the legal structure of apartheid during his tenure as Minister of Native Affairs, 1950-58.
2 1 have reproduced this passage in the South African Sesotho orthography of the original. In cases where
I quote from my own or others’ collections of lifela texts, however, I retain the older orthography still used
and prized as an expression of national distinctiveness in Lesotho.
3”Mofokeng” means a member of the Bafokeng clan, one of the historical divisions of the Sotho-speaking peoples incorporated into the Basotho state by Moshoeshoe I. Here it serves to locate the subject in the
social and historical context of kinship, land, and political and cultural tradition, an identity which the poet
feels she has lost.
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